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What decorative
Date of
contributi treatment design would
you like to see at the
on
traffic circles? Please
select one. (Click image
to enlarge)

Help us understand why you selected this
option by writing your thoughts in the space
below.

What neighborhood do you live
in? (See Neighborhood Area
map if needed)

Visitors

94

Contributors

79

Apr 17 21
04:52:59
pm

"Bike" pattern

I ride my bike around here all the time.

NE Bellevue

Registered

2

Apr 19 21
05:02:00
pm

"Leaves" pattern

I'd like neighborhood themes in the area to largely be
about nature and the PNW.

NE Bellevue

Unverified

4

Apr 22 21
01:47:44
pm

"Leaves" pattern

Because it's colorful and not just for bikes.

Crossroads

Anonymous

73

Apr 30 21
09:01:53
am

"Bike" pattern

I think "bike" pattern looks really cool. Second choice is
a coin toss between "leaves" and "wheel spokes".
I do not live or work in Bellevue
These three are all winners. Brick pattern is kinda
boring.

Admin

0

Apr 28 21
04:58:12
pm

"Wheel spokes" pattern

I like the colors and the bicycle wheel theme to
encourage biking.

Crossroads

SUBMISSIONS

80

I live on SE 9th St. I bicycle there with my small kids all
the time. We feel very safe about bicycling. We do not
need any traffic circles. This is a waist of money and will
block the road.

Apr 26 21
12:34:44
pm

Vibrant and meaningful. Easy to view as you please by.
Bridle Trails
Bikes are too busy. Please look like fall.

Apr 29 21
04:54:01
am
Apr 19 21
08:21:05
pm

Demographics Graphs Below

"Bike" pattern

Very visual attractive.

Lake Hills

May 06 21
11:14:13
pm

"Bricks" pattern

I really don't like any of them ... the painted graphics
look tacky and the brick looks plain. I'd prefer a more
interesting graphic in more thoughtful colors, or a tile
pattern that is more interesting than just brick.

Lake Hills

May 02 21
09:13:58
pm

"Leaves" pattern

Apr 29 21
05:00:29
pm

"Wheel spokes" pattern

The Wheel Spokes pattern helps make it clear that this
Somerset
infrastructure has been built as bicycle infrastructure.

Apr 29 21
09:49:00
pm

"Bricks" pattern

Less distracting to drivers

Lake Hills

Apr 18 21
08:03:15
am

"Bricks" pattern

The "Bricks" pattern is classic and aesthetically
pleasing. It provides enough visual contrast allowing it
to be easily seen, while not being gaudy. The other
designs are bright and gimmicky; they are more
appropriate for temporary installations rather than

Crossroads

Apr 30 21
10:58:19
am

"Wheel spokes" pattern

It's bright enough to alert drivers to be cautious, but
also the colors are calming blue-green.

NE Bellevue

Lake Hills

"Bike" pattern

Ideally, this will be a bicycle route, so the bicycle pattern
looks most appropriate. For walking, pedestrians have
the use of sidewalks just to the east along 164th Ave,
NE. For 6+ months of the year its very dark, cold and
NE Bellevue
rainy and I don't expect too many to use this greenway
route other than vehicles. Should this be a seasonal
route?
Thanks for allowing input.

Apr 18 21
02:02:48
pm

"Bike" pattern

I didn't think the bricks would be visible enough. I
thought the multi-color bicycles were symbolic to our
blended community.

Lake Hills

Apr 20 21
06:45:19
am

"Wheel spokes" pattern

Cool looking

NE Bellevue

Apr 18 21
06:17:04
pm

"Leaves" pattern

Visible to the eye but also fits in with the nature of the
areas.

Crossroads

Apr 18 21
08:13:06
pm

"Leaves" pattern

It's prettier than the others

Crossroads

Apr 19 21
09:46:58
am

"Leaves" pattern

I selected this option as it is all inclusive for all types of
road user.

NE Bellevue

Apr 19 21
07:43:33
pm

"Leaves" pattern

My daughter likes it

Lake Hills

Apr 19 21
08:06:58
pm

"Bricks" pattern

Might look better than the other options if the colors are
Lake Hills
coming off after some time.

Apr 18 21
12:39:14
pm

Apr 20 21
11:18:41
am

"Bike" pattern

Apr 20 21
01:01:45
pm

"Wheel spokes" pattern

Lake Hills

Apr 20 21
01:51:13
pm

"Leaves" pattern

Lake Hills

Apr 20 21
03:33:56
pm

"Bricks" pattern

I like the color and pattern of the bricks design best.

Lake Hills

Apr 21 21
11:13:05
am

"Wheel spokes" pattern

since your doing this for the bikes, it seems apropriate.

Lake Hills

Apr 21 21
11:24:04
am

"Bricks" pattern

The bricks pattern looks more "natural." And maybe like
NE Bellevue
it will wear better over time too (?).

Apr 21 21
11:59:28
am

"Bike" pattern

The colorful bicycle pattern seems more pertinent and
inclusive for this purpose.

Lake Hills

Apr 21 21
12:01:24
pm

"Wheel spokes" pattern

Visibility

NE Bellevue

Apr 21 21
01:04:54
pm

"Bricks" pattern

Celebrates bicycles in neighborhood

Lake Hills

Lake Hills

Apr 21 21
06:00:56
pm

"Wheel spokes" pattern

Bright colors will get drivers attention

NE Bellevue

Apr 21 21
08:10:50
pm

"Bricks" pattern

The leaves, bikes, and wheel patterns are too ugly
(crazy color, to much busy...)

NE Bellevue

Apr 21 21
08:52:16
pm

"Wheel spokes" pattern

The Wheel Spokes pattern is bright & highly visible to
motorists, stands out more on the pavement

NE Bellevue

Apr 21 21
09:39:06
pm

"Leaves" pattern

Colorful without being too busy.

NE Bellevue

"Bricks" pattern

The Leaves pattern, while nice, seems too "seasonal" won't look as appropriate in the dead of winter :)
Lake Hills
The Bike and Wheel Spokes patterns seem too
exclusive for bikers, though this is supposed to be for
bikers, pedestrians, rollers, etc.

Apr 21 21
11:05:45
pm

I do not WANT any of these. I DO NOT want this $200k
project. HOW did you decide we needed this? IF YOU
MUST...in the circle PLANT A TREE that will grow to 60
feet to replace all the trees we have lost. IF YOU
MUST ...close off the roads to through traffic and just
allow pedestrians and bikes to flow through. ARE YOU
DOING TRAFFIC CIRCLES in high income areas? Is NE Bellevue
this just a punishment for us along with backyard
cottages? WE WOULD BENEFIT MORE IF YOU PUT
A TRAFFIC CIRCLE AT LAKE HILLS AND 164TH TO
SLOW DOWN TRAFFIC AND MAKE PEOPLE PAY
ATTENTION AND NOT RUN THE STOP SIGN AT
NIGHT.

Apr 22 21
10:40:31
am

"Bricks" pattern
Apr 22 21
12:45:56
pm

The best treatment would involve planting a tree which
would grow to a reasonable size and justify calling this
a greenway (we NEED to plant more trees to replace
those which are being removed!) I favor the bricks
because the other patterns are too distracting. The
bricks could also be used along with a planted tree.

NE Bellevue

Apr 22 21
01:27:46
pm

"Wheel spokes" pattern

I think it is a simple design that is eye catching.
I'm actually not sure this is a good idea to pinpoint a
particular area and might be distracting for traffic.

Lake Hills

Apr 22 21
01:29:46
pm

"Wheel spokes" pattern

It has the brightest color of all four!!

NE Bellevue

Apr 22 21
06:26:09
pm

"Bricks" pattern

Apr 23 21
08:33:28
am

"Bricks" pattern

It is a timeless look and will not fade and need
repainting often

Lake Hills

Apr 23 21
08:34:13
am

"Bricks" pattern

I like simple and classy

Lake Hills

NE Bellevue

None of them. This is an absolute waste of time and
money and those flat traffic circles will do nothing to
Lake Hills
stop the speeders. Did you even ask the people who
live on this block what they think of the lame brain idea?

Apr 23 21
08:23:25
pm
Apr 24 21
12:14:18
pm

"Bricks" pattern

Looks most like something a street would be made of.

Lake Hills

Apr 24 21
12:57:35
pm

"Wheel spokes" pattern

Like spikes the best, second choice is the bikes, do
not like the brick.

West Lake Sammamish

Apr 25 21
10:11:25
am

"Wheel spokes" pattern

The bright color will stand out

Lake Hills

Apr 25 21
10:13:59
am

"Bike" pattern

Pleasant but not overly obnoxious. (Wheel spokes is
too bright)

NE Bellevue

Apr 25 21
11:00:24
am

"Wheel spokes" pattern

I like the bright colors.

Lake Hills

Apr 26 21
08:27:33
am

"Leaves" pattern

Bright and colorful. And it doesn't remind me of a bike
crash (I'm an avid bicyclist) like the bike pattern.

NE Bellevue

Apr 28 21
06:39:27
pm

"Leaves" pattern

I'd actually prefer real plants, and this is closest.

Lake Hills

"Bike" pattern

The pattern isn't the relevant point. I live on this street
and I do not want the traffic circles. My children already
bike on the streets safely. The crossing traffic is slow
and infrequent, so there is no reason to have the traffic
circles!

"Leaves" pattern

It is like extension of th beautiful landscape of the area ;
it is relaxing on the eyes and al senses and will bring
color and mod lift up during winter months.
Crossroads
The others are good, but more technical,; this Street is
escape from all tech and work vibes.

Apr 28 21
10:36:42
am

"Wheel spokes" pattern

I like the bright green color; it really stands out. Plus it
looks to designate a residential street that has bike
riders on it. Good, bright reminder that you are on a
certain type of street.

NE Bellevue

Apr 28 21
12:18:45
pm

"Bricks" pattern

I just like the look of the brick and think it will be the
least clashing with the neighborhood. That might make
the naysayers quiet down a bit.

NE Bellevue

Apr 28 21
05:26:31
pm

"Leaves" pattern

I like the design and colors. Prefer the focus on nature
rather than bikes or wheels.

Lake Hills

Apr 26 21
12:34:13
pm

Apr 27 21
12:24:10
pm

Apr 28 21
05:36:03
pm

"Wheel spokes" pattern

Bright and visible

Lake Hills

Apr 28 21
05:35:11
pm

"Leaves" pattern

bold design

Lake Hills

Apr 28 21
06:19:21
pm

"Bricks" pattern

The brick pattern is most fitting for a neighborhood with
predominantly mid-century modern houses, many of
Lake Hills
which incorporate brick in their design.

Apr 28 21
07:39:12
pm

"Bricks" pattern

It's the one that looks most like a material that would be
Lake Hills
used on a road

Apr 28 21
10:36:20
pm

"Bricks" pattern

Brick pattern is the least offensive and easiest to
maintain. All of this is a colossal waste of money.

Apr 28 21
10:52:54
pm

"Bricks" pattern

Apr 29 21
08:27:43
am

"Leaves" pattern

Apr 29 21
02:25:38
pm

"Bike" pattern

Apr 29 21
02:51:13
pm

"Bike" pattern

Lake Hills

Crossroads

Most artsy, would be the one I'm most impressed by if I
Downtown
were visiting.

I do not live or work in Bellevue

It was between this and the spokes. I originally wanted
the most visible options but I think the BIke design
Newport
offers that a less degree but with more creativity which I
really enjoyed.

It is a pleasant design, in keeping with our outdoor
ethic.

Apr 29 21
07:17:09
pm

"Leaves" pattern

Apr 30 21
12:14:32
pm

"Bike" pattern

I do not live or work in Bellevue

Apr 30 21
12:32:46
pm

"Bike" pattern

I do not live or work in Bellevue

Apr 30 21
01:14:51
pm

"Leaves" pattern

Apr 30 21
08:24:54
pm
May 01 21
07:12:37
am

Lake Hills

Pedestrians will also appreciate the vehicle slow downs Crossroads

This is silly. Don't you have something better to do?

"Leaves" pattern

Nice bold color contrast, easy to see, but I feel like it will
weather better than the finer lines of "bikes" and
Cougar Mountain/Lakemont
"spokes"

"Bricks" pattern

I feel the other designs are too "busy" and distracting
for both riders and drivers alike.
I don't know where else to put this opinion, so sharing it
here. My husband and I do a lot of walking, and as we
live on SE 14th and 166th SE, we used the "closed"
corridor extensively during the pandemic. I am
concerned that with the heavy investment in a biking
corridor, walking this same greenway will become less
safe. Several times I was nearly run over by a biker
riding rapidly along the "closed" corridor and have had Lake Hills
to move out of a biker's way on several other occasions.
It feels to me that having a bicycle corridor will lead to
walkers feeling toward bikers the way bikers now feel
toward automobile drivers. Sadly, too many people just
don't seem to care about anyone other than
themselves. We use the walking trails pretty
extensively, too, and have had several occasions where
bicyclists won't slow down, stop or move over for
walkers.

May 01 21
12:37:24
pm

"Wheel spokes" pattern

Spoked wheel

Crossroads

May 02 21
10:13:45
am

"Leaves" pattern

It compliments the natural surrounding of the area.

Bel Red

May 02 21
03:26:21
pm

"Leaves" pattern

May 02 21
09:16:28
pm

"Wheel spokes" pattern

May 03 21
10:12:58
am

"Bike" pattern

May 01 21
11:53:25
am

I do not know what neighborhood
area I live in

Pretty, geometric, but not as busy as the Bike pattern

Lake Hills

Lake Hills

May 03 21
12:17:53
pm

"Bike" pattern

May 03 21
02:13:58
pm

"Leaves" pattern

One cannot miss this and it is attractive.

Lake Hills

May 05 21
10:59:05
am

"Leaves" pattern

While I like the bikes option, the leaves are more
"generic" and support the efforts of the city to be a city
of trees.

NE Bellevue

West Lake Sammamish
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